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Team 617

Galaxy is a pharmaceutical listed company facing opportunities and challenges. Our 
report focuses on the improvement and continued growth of Galaxy’s performance to 
achieve its updated vision that “transforming lives through easy access to innovative, 
high-quality, cost-effective healthcare solutions”.

Our corporate strategies are designed from cost management, supply increasement to 
realise long-term sustainability of development, while proposing a sales and marketing 
strategy on differentiation pricing, brand building and market expansion to attract 
customers’ demand.

We suggest that Galaxy should improve the liquidity, efficiency and gearing by adjusting 
financial resources to issue ordinary shares and controlling the operating costs. These 
implementations expect to reduce the risk of cash flow shortage and upgrade the 
supply chain system. In terms of risk management, we suggest that Galaxy can hedge 
foreign exchange risk with financial derivatives like fowards and swaps, and use interest 
rate swaps, cross-currency swaps, adjustion of debt maturity to hedge against interest 
rate.

We also provide general directions and a specific solution on CSR evaluation index 
system as an example based on Galaxy’s current legal and moral considerations. In 
addition, we recommend that Galaxy should pull on with regards to Luxembourg 
contract from three aspects.

Leader Members

YE Ying Tong TIAN Xin YiYE Quan JunXIE Wen Yuan



Team 736
Leader Members

Galaxy Health International Limited (Galaxy) is a listed pharmaceutical company, 
struggling with profitability problems. Decreased consumption ability, production line 
lockdown and the pandemic result in lowering revenue and profit. Therefore, our 
suggestion contains a market expansion plan in mainland China, patented product 
development, cost control, and mitigation measures in response to the greater 
competition. In addition, cooperating with the national health authority of Luxembourg 
is also an important strategy.

For the ethical dilemmas, Galaxy should set the right ethical code timely and take 
full responsibility. There should also be a comprehensive internal control system with 
corporate social responsibilities for best practices.

In summary, this report focuses on the improvement and continued growth for Galaxy, 
thereby ultimately realizing the mission of the company.

LIU Qing Lin DAI Run ZeWANG LinKE Chun Yan
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Team 781
Leader Members

This business proposal is a commercial tender proposing our strategic consulting 
services by analyzing Galaxy's external and internal environment. Through the analysis 
of Galaxy’s operation, management and structure, we put forward the strategic theme 
and options. By comparing various financial ratios, we tackle financial management 
issues. By assessing the risks, we propose countermeasures. Based on official guidelines 
and codes, we propose some suggestions on improving Galaxy's corporate governance. 
The advantages of UNIVERSE are demonstrated by both in-deep understanding of 
Galaxy’s business and successful track records of our global talent team.

XIE Wen Ting MENG Yan ZhiPU HangWANG Rong
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Team 814
Leader Members

Galaxy is a pharmaceutical company with market share in Hong Kong and four of the 
world’s five biggest geographical markets for pharmaceutical products, grappling with 
the insufficient capacity driven by COVID-19 as well as the huge demand for patented 
products in the post-epidemic phase. The risk of interest rate and foreign exchange rate 
movements as well as unreasonable dividend policy are a concern for Galaxy, while the 
lockdown of production lines, low R&D efficiency and high manufacturing cost result 
in lowering revenue and profit. Besides, the problems of internal governance have to 
be addressed. Therefore, our suggestion is based on “PERFECT” (prudent, effective, 
responsible, favorable, efficient, controllable and technological) and comprises 
comprehensive interest and foreign exchange risk management, a new dividend policy 
based on profitability, an adjusted product portfolio strategy, priority R&D investment, 
a market expansion plan in the Chinese mainland, and the optimization of cost control 
and internal control.

For the ethical dilemma, Galaxy should pull on the Luxembourg negotiation. Besides, it 
is significant to hold a press conference to clarify the rumor and enhance the image as 
a responsible corporate.

To sum up, our report helps Galaxy not only reverse poor performance during the 
pandemic by providing a constructive development strategy but also alleviate the 
potential transaction risks and set up a good corporate social responsibility, aimed at 
achieving sustainable development of Galaxy.

CHEN Chao Ran WANG Shu WenZHENG Bing YanLIU Yi Lin
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Team 867
Leader Members

This report aims to address the organizational structure within Galaxy Health 
International Limited (Galaxy) and provide recommendations for future pharmaceutical 
development. The SWOT analysis is listed to integrate the environment and propose 
specific measures. Then, organizational structure and pricing strategy are discussed and 
the CSR system and several suggestions are provided, such as the internal audit, moral 
standard and so on. In order to improve financial efficiency, we do financial analysis 
focusing on profitability, management efficiency and liquidity and offer suggestions on 
optimize accounts receivable management.

On the strategic plan, Galaxy was advised to shift from bank loans to financing, 
restructure the board of directors and undertake equity incentives, among other 
measures. Regarding products, in the short term, Galaxy can represent exclusive 
pharmaceuticals that have been tested to generate stable cash flow to support 
subsequent R&D. In the long term, we offer a range of measures to increase R&D 
efficiency.

Regarding the foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk and liquidity risk that GALAXY 
is currently facing, we recommend using financial derivatives such as raw material 
forwards and futures, forward foreign exchange agreements and interest rate swaps 
to hedge. At the same time, we reduce the risk exposure by adjusting the company's 
internal dividend policy and internal financial policy in order to maximize the company's 
risk-adjusted benefits.

ZHOU Yi Han WANG Lin JieXU Yi Lei DU Chen Yue
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Team 884
Leader Members

• Business Analysis: Numerous Crisis
Galaxy under Vincent's leadership has focused on streamlining costs and efficiency across 
the board. But Galaxy's competitiveness is bound to weaken in the face of multinational 
pharmaceutical companies and specialty core technology development.
• Internal Management: LID*& New Principles
For the profitability & potential impact of business, we suggest setting LID enable innovative 
management for shareholder interests, implementing ESG management, compensation benefits to 
workers and the balance with the profitability of shareholders.
• Product R&D Pipeline: Division & Patent Reuse
According to the different resource investment in the R&D level of the drug species, we suggest 
the Galaxy R&D to divide into three: Oncology, New, and Generic Drugs, to achieve refined 
investment and the reuse of clinical blank periods.
• As a Contractor for “License in”: Providing Overseas CXO Services
Utilizing the R&D needs of Chinese pharmaceutical companies going overseas and the advantages 
of Galaxy's own multinational research center and sales team resources, Galaxy undertakes CRO* 
and CSO* services to obtain short-term cash flow.
• As an Employer for “License out”: Business Expansion in Mainland
Based on Galaxy's situation producing at full capacity & refine inputs, we suggest to first seek 
CDMO* contractors for the manufacturing division, followed by seek CRO to assist in obtaining 
mainland clinical data based on R&D needs, and finally CSOs interfacing with existing sales teams 
to eliminate cultural differences.
• Accounts Receivable & Remittance Analysis
Set up early Warning System, Assessing Policy and forward contract to reduce risks.
• Perform Lux Contract & ESG Risk Management
Galaxy is gradually approaching and practicing its corporate values and vision through a 
strategy where the threshold for Lux contracts is gradually decreasing and where it can take the 
opportunity to expand its presence in the Western European market.
* LID is Leader Independent Director

* CRO is Pharmaceutical R&D Contract

* CSO is Contract Sales Organization

* CDMO is Contract Development and Manufacturing Organization

ZHONG Yu Ming DENG Jun YouHAN Jia RuiXU Zhuo
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Team 887
Leader Members

This proposal aims to resolve recent challenges confronted by Galaxy Health 
International Limited (Galaxy) and provide insight into the company’s sustainable 
development. The “LEAD” corporate strategy is designed to improve Galaxy’s 
operation performances, which covers liquidity improvement, sales expansion, supply 
chain advance, and brand image development through better ESG in response to the 
Luxembourg contract. The “Triple S” financial strategy, which contains securing capital 
chain, stabilizing share price, and sheltering from market fluctuation, is proposed 
to increase Galaxy’s economic efficiency. These strategies expect to strengthen the 
comprehensive capabilities, thus making Galaxy a strong, stable, and sustainable 
leading company in the pharmaceutical industry.

YE Wen Jun XU Zhi EnHE Yu QuanYAN Shu Nan
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Team 900
Leader Members

Galaxy Health International Limited (Galaxy) is a well-established pharmaceutical 
company with successful past performances. However, in 2020 and 2021, the difficult 
market conditions caused significant threats to the Company’s short-term solvency 
and earnings; also, long-term problems have been intensified, regarding financing and 
investment policies, fulfillment of best practices and risk management.

Consequently, new corporate strategies are required.

Our company, Universe Consulting and Advisory Limited, has extensive experience in 
corporate strategic advisory; we also have rich internal resources regarding reporting, 
taxation, internal audit and compliance. Using the Issue Based Strategy Planning 
model1, we suggest the Company to tackle the short-term and long-term problems 
with the following strategies:

ZHAO Chen Xi YE Xue LinTAN Yun FeiDONG Ting Ting

We believe that with these actions, Galaxy can successfully concur the current hardships 
and achieve its mission and values.
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